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Tanks & Containers
Impact or failure in one event as an emergency, 
or slow leakage due to wear and tear or lack of 
maintenance/inspection

an emergency situation involving a tank 
burst would involve a sudden (max 80m3) of 
liquid being discharged across the surface. 
Due to the scale of the release it is likely to 
enter surface water systems predominantly. 
A small leak (abnormal) would most likely 
seep into groundwater with less runoff and 
be more disperse in nature

Eutrophication, damage to watercourses 
and ground water which would be 
reversible and of less significance the 
further down the watercourse the spillage 
travelled due to dilution

2 2

a big leak is more likely to run off into surface 
water quickly rather than infiltrate. The surface 
water does not pond at all before ocean 
discharge as it is part of the fens drainage system 
meaning the dilution is increased and the risk of 
damage dramatically reduced

4

site tanks and bunds are specifically 
designed for the task they are 
undertaking. There are relatively few 
tanks on site with smell capacities. 
Envar also have controls to maintain 
and monitor these tanks. There are 
emergency controls in place to 
contain spillage also

Influence - Envar can 
influence the spread 
through existing controls

No - Risk not Significant Low

Groundwater seepage overtopping or incorrect storage, lack of 
maintenance or improper storage

groundwater flow into aquifer. Likely to 
move very slowly due to the clay subsoil in 
the area. 

Eutrophication, damage to watercourses 
and ground water - Ongoing Leak building 
up over time

2 3

break down and dilution of nutrient would take 
longer through this pathway although damage 
done would not be significant unless large 
amounts of material were escaping regularly

6 site maintained in line with permit 
and IC's as per the last permit

control No - Risk not Significant 5 Low

Overtopping/flooding
lack of treatment or management o 
containment capacities (no water re-use) 
exceptional rain event

as D15
Eutrophication, damage to watercourses 
and ground water - Minor spillage during 
sampling for example

1 2
very low risk of rain event so large that the site 
would struggle to contain. Upcoming CIRIA 
assessment to confirm this

2
Bunded site, well maintained and 
managed. Re-use of water and 
treatment capacity on site

Control No - Risk not Significant 3 Low
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Workshop Activities small spillages during maintenance

unlikely to move far from emission point 
unless on unmade ground which is very 
unlikely as whole site is concreted. Could be 
trodden on boots and tyres around the yard

very little impact due to normally small size 
of spill, potential for build up in wider 
environment over time, but still would be 
hardly detectable

3 1

the impact of a spill less than 500ml would be so 
dilute after being spread about it would be 
hardly detectable, but long term build up could 
be an issue

3 Bunded site, spill kits, training. Control No - Risk not Significant 4 Low

Large Spillage from 
Container 
(205/1000l/fuel tank)

damage to tanks or containers, overfilling
large spillage on unmade ground not 
contained

long term damage to aquatic and 
groundwater/soil environment including 
toxic and mutagenic effects

1 4

because the clean up operation would be 
difficult. A spill of such size uncontrolled would 
cause immediate and possibly long term damage 
to the environment depending on specifics of 
the spill

4

Bunded site, spill kits, training. 
Appropriate storage as per guidance. 
Spill trays and control of inventory 
preventing unauthorised access or 
use

Control No - Risk not Significant 5 Low
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IVC
insufficient treatment of air
escape of untreated air wind blown through atmosphere

odour nuisance causing complaints. 
Nuisance only, unlikely to be material 
impact or permanent damage

3 2

mainly because this is a large source of 
complaints and external unhappiness associated 
with the bio-waste sector and is an emission 
which is most difficult to control due to the 
nature of the sector. But there is no "material" 
pollution as in there is no detrimental 
environmental effect other than the affect on 
peoples senses

6
permitted controls are set - see the 
site permit for more information

90% Control
10% Influence No - Risk not Significant 5 Low

Open Windrow Insufficient processing of materials to reduce 
odour

wind blown through atmosphere
odour nuisance causing complaints. 
Nuisance only, unlikely to be material 
impact or permanent damage

2 2

mainly because this is a large source of 
complaints and external unhappiness associated 
with the bio-waste sector and is an emission 
which is most difficult to control due to the 
nature of the sector. But there is no "material" 
pollution as in there is no detrimental 
environmental effect other than the affect on 
peoples senses

4

Odour management plan and 
permitted controls are set as per the 
sites permit. Compost treated to 
PAS100 standards which prevents 
odour as far as possible

80% Control
20% Influence

No - Risk not Significant 4 Low

Biomass using inappropriate fuels wind blown through atmosphere

odour nuisance causing complaints. 
Nuisance only, unlikely to be material 
impact or permanent damage. Potential 
climate change issues

1 3

because an emission of harmful substances from 
burning incompatible fuels would cause 
atmospheric pollution which may cause climate 
change or various degradations of air quality

3
control on fuel input through 
procedure and testing as per the 
permitted controls. 

100% Control No - Risk not Significant
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Litter
Whole site in particular 
screening areas contamination in composting materials wind blown along the ground to receptor Mess 3 2

although visually not very attractive it is 
relatively easy to control and clean up should an 
event occur. If cleared there is no long term 
impact

6

Litter Fences, well maintained 
machinery and litter picking (on site) 
actions to remediate should litter 
escape and encouraging lowering of 
contaminations

Control No - Risk not Significant 5 Low

Hazardous or Non 
Conforming Waste 
Reception

Customers delivering 
Haz waste to our 
reception

almost exclusively unknowingly or accidentally

depending on type of haz waste the only 
pathway to a receptor would be through 
vapour, mist or dust emission. The site is 
sealed so there would be negligible risk of 
run off

receptor would me the atmosphere. 
Unlikely to travel far enough off site to have 
any significant effect on persons in the 
surrounding area or other sensitive 
receptors

1 2

most risk would be to local staff on safety 
grounds. The site is built to contain. So following 
quarantine procedures would be relatively easy 
and therefore the severity of pollution is 
minimal (but obviously this depends on the type 
of contamination)

2
quarantine and waste acceptance 
procedures, staff training and sealed 
drainage site. 

Control No - Risk not Significant 3 Low

External Windrow Fire
Not managing waste materials on site properly 
to allow for them to become unstable and 
combust

smoke distributed through the atmosphere 
to receptor

odour nuisance causing complaints. 
Nuisance only, unlikely to be material 
impact or permanent damage. Potential 
climate change issues

3 3

more severe as would not be as easy spotted as 
other fires and more difficult to put out. They 
spread slowly and "silently" making lots of 
smoke

9 active monitoring, fire watch 24/7, 
moisture maintenance

Control Yes - Continue Review 3 4 -3 4 4 5 Low

Office Fire
most likely cause is electrical fault. Although 
arson could be considered

smoke distributed through the atmosphere 
to receptor

odour nuisance causing complaints. 
Nuisance only, unlikely to be material 
impact or permanent damage. Potential 
climate change issues

2 2
less likely to spread given the distance of offices 
from other buildings they would likely to be easy 
to put out compared to other materials

4
Good and proper conformance to 
regs and maintenance in line with 
standards

Control No - Risk not Significant 4 Low
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Birds attracted to the heat of the windrows.
Not likely to move. Tend to prefer to be 
around the source of what is attracting them 
to it

bird guano 2 3
nuisance would be constant and may cause 
physical damage if very bad 6

Bird scaring devices and monitoring. 
Destruction of organic matter though 
composting

No - Risk not Significant 5 Low

Rodents attracted to food inside the IVC 
Not likely to move. Tend to prefer to be 
around the source of what is attracting them 
to it

pest activity 2 3
nuisance would be constant and may cause 
physical damage if very bad 6

baiting and removal of food source. 
Pest control contracting No - Risk not Significant 5 Low

Insects attracted to decaying matter

Not likely to move. Tend to prefer to be 
around the source of what is attracting them 
to it. Could possibly fly to nearby houses but 
not very likely given they are attracted to the 
decaying matter on site

nuisance in home 3 2 nuisance only 6
baiting and removal of food source. 
Pest control contracting and in house 
control

No - Risk not Significant 5 Low

Residual removed from 
green

inclusions of plastics mainly in the green and 
food waste which causes a problem as we as a 
recycler have to remove it.

Pathway is via lorry to the recovery depot
receptor is the environment after recovery. 
Many miles from site and moved up the 
hierarchy as fer as possible

5 1 dealt with appropriately and as per the 
regulations 

5

encouragement of the LA and 
customers not to put in plastics to 
the waste. Sorting and recovery in 
line with recognised standards

No - Risk not Significant 6 Low

office/canteen products produced as part of normal office activity Pathway is via lorry to the recovery depot
receptor is the environment after recovery. 
Many miles from site and moved up the 
hierarchy as fer as possible

5 1 dealt with appropriately and as per the 
regulations 

5
putting recycling bins into the offices 
and ensuring recycling as far as 
possible

No - Risk not Significant 6 Low
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Electricity required for the operation of the site emissions of carbon from a far away source receptor is atmosphere and causing global 
warming

5 2 low immediate impact but long term yes is 
significant

10

electricity purchased from 90% 
renewable sources for site activities, 
maintenance and efficient use as far 
as is possible

Influence as without the 
energy we would not have a 
business

Yes - Continue Review 5 1 -3 1 1 3 Low

Gas required for the operation of the site local carbon emissions receptor is atmosphere and causing global 
warming

5 2 low immediate impact but long term yes is 
significant

10 efficient use and looking to move to 
sustainable alternative

Control Yes - Continue Review 5 1 -3 1 1 3 Low

Water required for the operation of the site emissions of carbon from a far away source
receptor is atmosphere and causing global 
warming 5 2

low immediate impact but long term yes is 
significant 10

efficient use and looking at recycling 
as much process water as is possible 

Influence as without the 
energy we would not have a 
business

Yes - Continue Review 5 1 -3 1 1 3 Low

Wear Parts required for the operation of the site Production emissions
receptor is atmosphere and causing global 
warming 5 2

low immediate impact but long term yes is 
significant 10

efficient use to reduce damages and 
get most amount of useful life from 
wear parts, good maintenance

Influence as without the 
energy we would not have a 
business

Yes - Continue Review 5 1 -3 1 1 3 Low

Diesel required for the operation of the site local carbon emissions receptor is atmosphere and causing global 
warming

5 2 low immediate impact but long term yes is 
significant

10

efficient usage and processes 
designed in order to ensure the 
business where possible looks at 
alternatives such as bio-fuel or 
electricity use. The maintenance 
program sorts out the emissions 
reduction systems such as Ad-Blue 
systems and DPF systems. 

Influence as without the 
energy we would not have a 
business

Yes - Continue Review 5 1 -3 1 1 3 Low

Noise Emission Site Operations normal operations through the air and to a more limited extent 
the ground

annoyance and health problems at high 
levels

1 4 would be significant disruptor to local 
population if constant and inescapable

4
silenced machines, operating hours, 
insulated buildings, rural location, 
maintenance, design

influence No - Risk not Significant 5 Low
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Normal emissions ETP through the treatment of leachate to the 
required discharge standards

surface water limited nutrient addition within permitted 
amount

5 1 as per permit controls and specially designed 
system

5 ETP maintenance and testing control No - Risk not Significant 6 Low

Construction and 
operation of a Waste 

Transfer Station
Local odour from the waste inside (odour) Airborne impact would be nuisance 2 2

because the material is generally DMR which has 
no or little odour potential 4

quick turnaround of waste materials 
and the effective quarantine of non-
conforming wastes

Influence No - Risk not Significant 4 Low

Permitting the 
application of GW 

directly to the 
windrows, not through 

the IVC

Risk is the same as current operations, no 
increased odour potential for the inclusion of 
GW only and essentially just skipping the IVC. 

As the GW has a significantly lower odour 
profile

Airborne impact would be nuisance 1 2

because the material treated in this way has a 
different odour profile and a less intense 
hedonic tone than IVC waste so is not likely to 
contribute to overall odour profile. There is no 
extra material being taken in on the site and 
therefore the profile and risk of the sites odour 
output does not change. significant changes are 
also not required to the OMP as there is no 
material change on site

2 as per the OMP Influence No - Risk not Significant 3 Low
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